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this article describes what a serial dilution is provides examples of common applications and explains how to
perform a serial dilution as well as highlighting the technique s limitations perform a serial dilution use the
spectrophotometer to measure the absorbance of solutions generate a standard curve and use the standard
curve to determine the concentration of a solution a serial dilution is the step wise reduction of a
concentration using a constant dilution factor and similar volumes this highly standardized procedure has
applications in drug discovery microbiology and molecular biology serial dilution as the name suggests is a
series of sequential dilutions that are performed to convert a dense solution into a more usable concentration
in simple words serial dilution is the process of stepwise dilution of a solution with an associated dilution
factor a serial dilution is the repeated dilution of a solution to amplify the dilution factor quickly 1 it s
commonly performed in experiments requiring highly diluted solutions such as those involving
concentration curves on a logarithmic scale or when you are determining the density of bacteria how to
perform serial dilutions with high accuracy serial dilutions crucially depend on excellent liquid handling
the following chapters will provide tips on minimizing errors to improve the reproducibility and
reliability of your dilution results upon completion of this lab students will be able to create a series of
solutions of decreasing concentrations via serial dilutions measure the absorbance of solutions with a
microplate reader generate standard curves in excel evaluate the quality of standard curves by their r2
value serial dilutions can be used to prepare solutions of any desired concentration no matter how dilute
you will perform a simple exercise to be sure you understand how to do this as it will be important in your
future biological research endeavors in a pinch here s a serial dilution calculator aatbio com tools serial
dilution serial dilutions performed by andrew are consistent and reproducible the maxi mum co efficient of
variation cv for the dilution steps was 1 5 this represents the random error encompassing the random error
of the manual pipette andrew and the sensitivity of the plate reader how to perform serial dilutions in
microbiology view file type categories basic microbiology techniques this guide describes how to run the
serial dilution protocol for the agilent g5591a bravo benchcel workstation this guide describes the default
settings for the protocol task parameters for instructions on how to modify the task parameters or create a
different serial dilution protocol see the vworks automation control user guide assumptions serial dilution
v2 0 quick start guide step 1 design the serial dilution method step 2 prepare the sample and diluent this
guide is intended for users who have been trained in the proper use of the assaymap bravo platform and
understand the safety guidelines in the bravo platform safety and installation guide explore the essential
role of serial dilution in various disciplines and the top methods used see how automation beats manual
pipetting serial dilution is the simplest technique for obtaining manageable concentrations of a desired
organism and it is complemented by petri dish streaking and spreading just two of many plating techniques
used by microbiologists automated pipettes eliminate the need to carry out extensive manual liquid transfer
steps altogether reducing physical strain on the hand and wrist here we showcase three key applications
where these versatile products can support streamlined and reproducible serial dilution workflows a set of
serial dilutions is made a sample of each is placed into a liquefied agar medium and the medium poured into
a petri dish the agar solidifies with the bacterial cells locked inside of the agar perform a serial dilution use
the spectrophotometer to measure the absorbance of solutions generate a standard curve and use the
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standard curve to determine the concentration of a solution this article provides a step by step walkthrough
of how to implement serial dilution on the microlab prep a serial dilution is a series of simple dilutions
which increases the dilution factor quickly the source of dilution material for each step comes from the
diluted material of the previous step how to easily perform serial dilutions with electronic pipettes one of
the more common applications being used in labs today is the serial dilution and integra electronic pipettes
offer a mode which will help you carry out all pipetting steps required to perform a dilution
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how to do serial dilutions including calculations integra May 20 2024

this article describes what a serial dilution is provides examples of common applications and explains how to
perform a serial dilution as well as highlighting the technique s limitations

1 8 serial dilutions and standard curve biology libretexts Apr 19 2024

perform a serial dilution use the spectrophotometer to measure the absorbance of solutions generate a
standard curve and use the standard curve to determine the concentration of a solution

guide learn how to perform serial dilutions with integra Mar 18 2024

a serial dilution is the step wise reduction of a concentration using a constant dilution factor and similar
volumes this highly standardized procedure has applications in drug discovery microbiology and molecular
biology

serial dilution formula calculator method uses examples Feb 17 2024

serial dilution as the name suggests is a series of sequential dilutions that are performed to convert a dense
solution into a more usable concentration in simple words serial dilution is the process of stepwise dilution
of a solution with an associated dilution factor

how to do serial dilutions 9 steps with pictures wikihow Jan 16 2024

a serial dilution is the repeated dilution of a solution to amplify the dilution factor quickly 1 it s commonly
performed in experiments requiring highly diluted solutions such as those involving concentration curves
on a logarithmic scale or when you are determining the density of bacteria

master the art of pipetting and learn how to perform serial Dec 15 2023

how to perform serial dilutions with high accuracy serial dilutions crucially depend on excellent liquid
handling the following chapters will provide tips on minimizing errors to improve the reproducibility and
reliability of your dilution results

1 18 serial dilutions and standard curves with a microplate Nov 14 2023

upon completion of this lab students will be able to create a series of solutions of decreasing concentrations
via serial dilutions measure the absorbance of solutions with a microplate reader generate standard curves
in excel evaluate the quality of standard curves by their r2 value

bil 151 general biology laboratory dilutions simple and serial Oct 13
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serial dilutions can be used to prepare solutions of any desired concentration no matter how dilute you will
perform a simple exercise to be sure you understand how to do this as it will be important in your future
biological research endeavors in a pinch here s a serial dilution calculator aatbio com tools serial dilution

accurate and consistent serial dilutions made easy with andrew Sep 12
2023

serial dilutions performed by andrew are consistent and reproducible the maxi mum co efficient of
variation cv for the dilution steps was 1 5 this represents the random error encompassing the random error
of the manual pipette andrew and the sensitivity of the plate reader

how to perform serial dilutions in microbiology aafco Aug 11 2023

how to perform serial dilutions in microbiology view file type categories basic microbiology techniques

automated serial dilution agilent Jul 10 2023

this guide describes how to run the serial dilution protocol for the agilent g5591a bravo benchcel
workstation this guide describes the default settings for the protocol task parameters for instructions on how
to modify the task parameters or create a different serial dilution protocol see the vworks automation
control user guide assumptions

serial dilution v2 0 quick start guide agilent Jun 09 2023

serial dilution v2 0 quick start guide step 1 design the serial dilution method step 2 prepare the sample and
diluent this guide is intended for users who have been trained in the proper use of the assaymap bravo
platform and understand the safety guidelines in the bravo platform safety and installation guide

serial dilution guide for laboratory sciences May 08 2023

explore the essential role of serial dilution in various disciplines and the top methods used see how
automation beats manual pipetting

serial dilutions and plating microbial enumeration jove Apr 07 2023

serial dilution is the simplest technique for obtaining manageable concentrations of a desired organism and
it is complemented by petri dish streaking and spreading just two of many plating techniques used by
microbiologists
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enhance the reproducibility of your serial dilutions integra Mar 06 2023

automated pipettes eliminate the need to carry out extensive manual liquid transfer steps altogether
reducing physical strain on the hand and wrist here we showcase three key applications where these
versatile products can support streamlined and reproducible serial dilution workflows

created friday 30 september 2005 author jackie reynolds Feb 05 2023

a set of serial dilutions is made a sample of each is placed into a liquefied agar medium and the medium
poured into a petri dish the agar solidifies with the bacterial cells locked inside of the agar

2 2 8 serial dilutions and standard curve biology libretexts Jan 04 2023

perform a serial dilution use the spectrophotometer to measure the absorbance of solutions generate a
standard curve and use the standard curve to determine the concentration of a solution

how do i do a serial dilution automated liquid handling Dec 03 2022

this article provides a step by step walkthrough of how to implement serial dilution on the microlab prep

biotech lab techniques manual oer commons Nov 02 2022

a serial dilution is a series of simple dilutions which increases the dilution factor quickly the source of
dilution material for each step comes from the diluted material of the previous step

how to easily perform serial dilutions with electronic Oct 01 2022

how to easily perform serial dilutions with electronic pipettes one of the more common applications being
used in labs today is the serial dilution and integra electronic pipettes offer a mode which will help you
carry out all pipetting steps required to perform a dilution
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